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“ A penetrating and masterful piece of scholarship that interweaves at least a dozen
disciplines into a profound theory of male development… an intriguing formula… that
harmonizes nature with male spiritual development…will become a major title…”
Michael Gurian, best-selling author of The Wonder of Boys, A Fine Young Man and
The Purpose of Boys
“A compelling account of how the sacred act of hunting can help realign our culture and
consciousness with the rhythms, patterns, and laws of nature…critical for anyone
concerned about the health and well being of the Earth.”
Matt Kolan, Lecturer, Rubenstein School of Environment and Natural Resources,
University of Vermont
“Nothing less than brilliant….some of Randy Eaton’s writings in this book
are among the most quotable I have read since Aldo Leopold’s.”
Larry Marchinton, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Wildlife Biology, University of
Georgia
“In depth exploration of the Hunter’s world…talks to the philosopher, conservationist,
wildlife manager, clergy and the Hunter. A major contribution to literature.”
Bob Norton, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus if Psychology, University of Wisconsin,
author of The Hunter: Developmental Stages and Ethics

.“Randy has synthesized the wisdom of the ages in this book…reveals some ancient
truths and ways of knowing that can stop the downward spiral that modern humanity has
created on this planet.”
Four Arrows, aka Don Trent Jacobs, Ph.D., Ed.D., author of Primal
Awareness, Unlearning the Language of Conquest, Teaching Virtues.
“Very interesting, provocative and timely....wonderful.”
Valerius Geist, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of Environmental Design, University of
Calgary

“Brilliant!...Dr. Eaton has elevated the subject of hunting to the heights of true
philosophical inquiry… ranks…with Ortega’s Meditations On Hunting.”
Tom Dolph, author of Book of the Hunt:Initiation to a Life of Honor

“Randall Eaton… is part Aldo Leopold and part tribal Shaman... has created an
unsurpassed depth of understanding of the world of hunting, land management and
ethics…”
Rob Arnaud, Wildlife Manager and Big Game Outfitter.

“Dr. Eaton is a fearless writer...broad reaching implications…stands to make a positive
contribution to rearing children in modern society…”
Craig Dougherty, Ph.D., Chairman of the Board, Quality Deer Management
Association

“Fascinating and comprehensive … sure to open people’s eyes to the
significance of hunting as central to the human experience.”
Richard Kyte, Ph.D., Director, Reinhart Institute for Ethics in Leadership
Viterbo University
“I love the way this book has us look more deeply into ‘hunting’…Eaton returns us to the
sacred nature of this relationship… that was deeply honored by indigenous peoples…”
Meredith Little, Co-founder of The School of Lost Borders, co-author, Book of the
Vision Quest

